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(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a user interface method and device using hand gesture recognition, and more par
ticularly to a user interface method and device using hand gesture recognition, which recognizes the movement and shape of a hand
of a user to provide a user interface to an electronic device such as a computer. The user interface device includes image capture
means for capturing a hand of the user moving in the air and user command identification means for generating a data input signal
corresponding to mouse or keyboard input based on the movement of the hand captured by the image capture means and output ting
the generated data input signal to user command processing means that processes mouse or key input.



[DESCRIPTION]

[Invent ion Tit Ie]

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR USER-INTERFACE USING THE HAND TRACE

[Technical Field]

<i> The present invention relates to a user interface method and device

using hand gesture recognition, and more particularly to a user interface

method and device using hand gesture recognition which recognizes the

movement and shape of a hand o f a user to provide a user interface to an

electronic device such as a computer.

[Background Art]

<2> Along with the development of electronics, a computer has become a

necessity of life which carries out important functions indispensable in the

office and at home. A mouse and keyboard is generally used as a device to

input data to the computer.

<3> Due to the increase in the semiconductor integration density and the

data processing speed, conventional desktop computer functions can now be

embodied in a small portable terminal such as PDA, PSP, and PMP and such

portable terminals are increasingly used. However, there are limitations in

decreasing the size of a mouse or keyboard that is an input device used for

the conventional desktop computer since it is composed of physical

components. Even if a small mouse or keyboard is provided, always carrying

it with a portable terminal causes great inconvenience in use.

<4> The conventional input device such as the mouse also has spatial

limitations in that it must be used on a flat surface and cannot correctly

input data when the surface of the desk is covered with glass or carries a

large amount of dust or other substances.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

<5> Therefore, the present invention has been made in view o f the above

problems, and it is an object o f the present invention to provide a user

interface device and method using hand gesture recognition which allows users



to input desired data only with their hand action and movement without using

any separate input device.

[Technical Solution]

<6> In accordance with an embodiment o f the present invention, the above

object can be accomplished by the provision of a user interface device using

hand gesture recognition, the user interface device comprising image capture

means for capturing a hand of a user, the hand moving in the air; and user

command identification means for generating a data input signal corresponding

to mouse or keyboard input based on the movement of the hand captured by the

image capture means and outputting the generated data input signal to user

command processing means that processes mouse or key input.

<7> Preferably, the user command identification means includes a hand shape

extractor for extracting a hand shape from an image received from the image

capture means; and a hand shape recognizer for recognizing a change and

movement o f the hand shape extracted from the hand shape extractor.

<8> Preferably, the user command identification means further includes a

noise remover for removing noise from a hand shape image extracted at the

hand shape extractor and then outputting the hand shape image to the hand

shape recognizer.

<9> Preferably, the hand shape extractor extracts a hand shape from the

image received from the image capture means using a color difference between

the hand and a background.

<io> Preferably, the hand shape extractor extracts a hand contour from the

image received from the image capture means.

<ii> Preferably, the hand shape recognizer turns on or off a mouse function

according to an action of sequentially bending and straightening an index

finger .

<12> Preferably, the hand shape recognizer turns off a mouse function when

an index finger is bent and turns on the mouse function when the index finger

is straightened.

<i3> Preferably, the hand shape recognizer turns on or off a mouse function



ό

according to an action o f sequentially bending and straightening middle,

ring, and little fingers.

<i4> Preferably, the hand shape recognizer turns on a mouse function when

middle, ring, and little fingers are bent and turns off the mouse function

when the middle, ring, and little fingers are straightened.

<i5> Preferably, the hand shape recognizer turns off a mouse function when

five fingers are all bent.

<i6> Preferably, the hand shape recognizer measures an area of the hand

shape extracted at the hand shape extractor and recognizes a state o f the

hand shape based on a change in the measured area.

<i7> Preferably, the user command identification means includes at least one

of a position signal generator for tracing a movement path of the hand shape

recognized at the hand shape recognizer and generating and out put ting a mouse

position signal corresponding to the traced movement path to the user command

processing means; a click signal generator for generating a mouse click

signal corresponding to a change in the hand shape recognized at the hand

shape recognizer and output ting the mouse click signal to the user command

processing means; a character signal generator for tracing a movement path of

the hand shape recognized at the hand shape recognizer and generating and

output ting a character signal corresponding to the traced movement path to

the user command processing means; and a scroll signal generator for

generating a mouse scroll signal corresponding to the hand shape recognized

at the hand shape recognizer and out put ting the mouse scroll signal to the

user command processing means.

<i8> Preferably, the position signal generator traces a movement path o f an

index finger.

<19> Preferably, the click signal generator generates one o f a left click

signal corresponding to a left mouse button and a right click signal

corresponding to a right mouse button according to an action o f sequentially

bending and straightening a thumb with a palm facing the image capture means.

<20> Preferably, the click signal generator generates one o f a left click



signal corresponding to a left mouse button and a right click signal

corresponding to a right mouse button according to an action o f sequentially

bending and straightening a thumb with a back o f the hand facing the image

capture means.

<2i> Preferably, the click signal generator generates one of a left click

signal corresponding to a left mouse button and a right click signal

corresponding to a right mouse button according to an action of sequentially

bending and straightening an index finger.

<22> Preferably, the click signal generator generates one o f a left click

signal corresponding to a left mouse button and a right click signal

corresponding to a right mouse button according to an action of sequentially

bending and straightening middle, ring, and little fingers.

<23> Preferably, the character signal generator traces a movement path of an

index finger.

<24> Preferably, the scroll signal generator generates a scroll signal

according to a direction of a predetermined finger in a state of the hand

shape recognized at the hand shape recognizer.

<25> Preferably, the user command identification means further includes a

mode setter for controlling one of the position signal, the character signal,

the click signal, and the scroll signal to be output to the user command

processing means, based on a change in the hand shape extracted a t the hand

shape extractor or based on a mode setting key signal input by operating a

predetermined key button.

<26> Preferably, the character signal generator includes a stroke generation

module for tracing a movement path of a predetermined feature point in the

hand shape recognized at the hand shape recognizer and generating a stroke

corresponding to the traced movement path; a stroke combination module for

combining strokes generated a t the stroke generation module to generate a

character pattern; a pattern DB in which patterns of various characters are

stored; and a pattern comparison module for generating a character signal

corresponding to the character pattern generated at the stroke combination



module when the character pattern generated at the stroke combination module

is present in the pattern DB.

<27> Preferably, the character signal generator includes a pattern

generation module for tracing a movement path o f a predetermined feature

point in the hand shape recognized a t the hand shape recognizer and

generating a movement path pattern corresponding to the traced movement path;

a pattern DB in which various character patterns are stored; and a pattern

comparison module for generating a character signal corresponding to a

character pattern, matching the movement path pattern, included in the

character patterns stored in the pattern DB.

<28> In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, there is

provided a user interface method using hand gesture recognition, the method

comprising the steps of a ) extracting a hand shape from an image captured by

image capture means; b ) recognizing a change and movement of the hand shape

extracted at the step a), tracing a movement path o f the recognized hand,

generating a mouse position signal corresponding to the traced movement path,

and generating a mouse click signal corresponding to the change in the

extracted hand shape; and c ) outputting the click signal and the position

signal generated at the step b ) to user command processing means that

processes mouse input.

<29> Preferably, the step a ) includes extracting a hand shape from the image

received from the image capture means using a color difference between the

hand and a background.

<30> Preferably, the step a ) includes extracting a hand contour from the

image received from the image capture means.

<3i> Preferably, the step b ) includes measuring an area of the hand shape

extracted at the step a ) and recognizing a state o f the hand shape based on a

change in the measured area.

<32> In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, there

is provided a user interface method using hand gesture recognition, the

method comprising the steps of a ) extracting a hand shape from an image



captured by image capture means; b ) recognizing a change and movement of the

hand shape extracted at the step a), tracing a movement path of the

recognized hand, and generating a stroke corresponding to the traced movement

path; c ) combining strokes generated a t the step b ) to generate a character

pattern and generating a character signal corresponding to the generated

character pattern; and d ) outputting the character signal generated a t the

step c ) to user command processing means that processes keyboard input.

<33> Preferably, the step a ) includes extracting a hand shape from the image

received from the image capture means using a color difference between the

hand and a background.

<34> Preferably, the step a ) includes extracting a hand contour from the

image received from the image capture means.

<35> Preferably, the step b ) includes measuring an area of the hand shape

extracted at the step a ) and recognizing a state of the hand shape based on a

change in the measured area.

<36> In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, there

is provided a user interface method using hand gesture recognition, the

method comprising the steps of a ) extracting a hand shape from an image

captured by image capture means; b ) recognizing a change and movement of the

hand shape extracted a t the step a), tracing a movement path of the

recognized hand, generating a movement path pattern corresponding to the

traced movement path, and comparing the generated movement path pattern with

previously stored character patterns; c ) generating a character signal

corresponding to a character pattern, matching the movement path pattern,

included in the previously stored character patterns; and d ) outputting the

character signal generated at the step c ) to user command processing means

that processes keyboard input.

<37> Preferably, the step a ) includes extracting a hand shape from the image

received from the image capture means using a color difference between the

hand and a background.

<38> Preferably, the step a ) includes extracting a hand contour from the



image received from the image capture means.

<39> Preferably, the step b ) includes measuring an area o f the hand shape

extracted at the step a ) and recognizing a state of the hand shape based on a

change in the measured area.

<40> In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, there

is provided a user interface method using hand gesture recognition, the

method comprising the steps of a ) extracting a hand shape from an image

captured by image capture means; b ) recognizing a change and movement of the

hand shape extracted at the step a ) and generating a scroll signal,

instructing scrolling to a predetermined direction, based on the recognized

hand shape if the recognized hand shape is a predetermined specific shape;

and c ) outputting the scroll signal generated at the step b ) to user command

processing means that processes mouse input.

<4i> Preferably, the step a ) includes extracting a hand shape from the image

received from the image capture means using a color difference between the

hand and a background.

<42> Preferably, the step a ) includes extracting a hand contour from the

image received from the image capture means.

<43> Preferably, the step b ) includes measuring an area of the hand shape

extracted at the step a ) and recognizing a state of the hand shape based on a

change in the measured area.

<44> In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, there

is provided a user interface method using hand gesture recognition, the

method comprising the steps o f a ) extracting a hand shape from an image

captured by image capture means; b ) recognizing a change and movement of the

hand shape extracted at the step a); c ) setting a data input mode based on a

change in the hand shape extracted at the step b ) or based on a mode setting

key signal input by operating a predetermined key button; d ) generating one

o f a mouse position signal, a mouse click signal, a mouse scroll signal, and

a keyboard character signal corresponding to the change and movement of the

hand shape recognized at the step b), based on the data input mode set a t the



step c); and e ) output ting the signal generated at the step d ) to user

command processing means that processes mouse or keyboard input.

<45> Preferably, the step a ) includes extracting a hand shape from the image

received from the image capture means using a color difference between the

hand and a background.

<46> Preferably, the step a ) includes extracting a hand contour from the

image received from the image capture means.

<47> Preferably, the step b ) includes measuring an area o f the hand shape

extracted at the step a ) and recognizing a state of the hand shape based on a

change in the measured area.

[Advantageous Effects]

<48> As described above, the present invention captures the shape and

movement of the hand of the user using the image capture means such as a CCD

camera installed on an electronic device and extracts the conventional mouse

input data, character input data, and scroll input signal from the captured

hand shape and movement, thereby making it easy to input data without a

separate data input device.

<49> The present invention may be applied to a television whose functions

are controlled using the conventional remote controller. This allows users

to easily perform, only with their hand gestures, the functions of the

television such as channel switching and volume control without managing the

separate remote controller. The present invention may also be applied to

other electronic devices with various functions such as electronic

blackboards.

[Description of Drawings]

<50> FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a user interface device that uses hand

gesture recognition according to an embodiment o f the present invention;

<5i> FIG. 2 is a block diagram of user command identification means in FIG.

1 for inputting mouse data according to a first embodiment o f the present

invention;

<52> FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a method for inputting mouse data



according to the first embodiment o f the present invention;

<53> FIGS. 4 and 5 are block diagrams of user command identification means

in FIG. 1 for inputting character data according to a second embodiment of

the present invention and according to a modification of the second

embodiment, respectively;

<54> FIGS. 6 and 7 are flow charts illustrating a method for inputting

character data according to the second embodiment of the present invention

and according to the modification of the second embodiment, respectively;

<55> FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating user command identification

means in FIG. 1 for inputting screen scroll data according to a third

embodiment of the present invention;

<56> FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating a method for inputting screen

scroll data according to the third embodiment of the present invention;

<57> FIG. 10 is a block diagram of the user command identification means in

FIG. 1 for integrating and implementing mouse and character input modes

according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention;

<58> FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating a method for integrating and

implementing mouse and character input modes according to the fourth

embodiment of the present invention;

<59> FIGS. 12 to 14 illustrate one example of extracting and recognizing a

hand shape;

<60> FIGS. 15 to 17 illustrate another example of extracting and recognizing

a hand shape;

<6i> FIG. 18 illustrates an example of various character patterns stored in

a pattern database;

<62> FIGS. 19 to 23 illustrate another example of extracting and recognizing

a hand shape; and

<63> FIGS. 24 to 26 illustrate example terminals provided with a user

interface device using hand gesture recognition according to the present

invent ion.

<64> -Description of Reference Numerals o f Main Elements in the Drawings-



<65> 100: image capture means 200: user command identification

means

<66> 210: hand shape extractor 220: noise remover

<67> 230: hand shape recognizer 240: position signal generator

<68> 250: click signal generator 260: character signal generator

<69> 261: stroke generation module 262: stroke combination module

<70> 263: pattern comparison module 264,267: pattern DB

<7i> 265: pattern generation module 266: pattern comparison module

<72> 270: scroll signal generator 280: mode setter

[Mode for Invention]

<73> A user interface device and method using hand gesture recognition

according to preferred embodiments of the present invention will now be

described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings. The first

preferred embodiment of the present invention describes a user interface

device and method for implementing a mouse, the second embodiment describes a

user interface device and method for implementing a keyboard, the third

embodiment describes a user interface device and method for implementing a

screen scroll function in the mouse function, and the fourth embodiment

describes a user interface device and method for integrating and implementing

the mouse and keyboard functions of the first to third embodiments.

<74> FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a user interface device that uses hand

gesture recognition according to an embodiment of the present invention.

<75> As shown in FIG. 1 , the user interface device according to the present

invention includes image capture means 100, user command identification means

200, user command processing means 300, and display means 400.

<76> The image capture means 100 is installed on an electronic device such

as a portable terminal, a general computer, and a television. The image

capture means 100 captures, in real time, an image of a hand of a user which

moves in the air and outputs the captured image to the user command

identification means 200. The image capture means 100 is preferably

implemented using a CCD camera although it may be implemented using any of a



variety of cameras such as a CMOS camera and a CCD camera.

<77> The user command identification means 200 (also referred to as an

identification means" for short) extracts a hand shape o f the user from the

image input from the image capture means 100 in real time. Preferably, the

identification means 200 extracts a predetermined feature point (for example,

the tip of an index finger) from the extracted overall hand shape. Based on

the extracted hand shape, the identification means 200 recognizes a movement

of the hand and a change in the hand shape. Based on this recognition, the

identification means 200 generates a data input signal corresponding to mouse

or keyboard input and outputs the data input signal to the user command

processing means 300.

<78> Using the data input signal received from the identification means 200,

the user command processing means 300 (also referred to as a "processing

means" for short) performs original functions of the electronic device and

controls the display means 400 and other peripheral devices.

<79> The display means 400 receives a control signal and a position signal

from the processing means 300 and displays a position pointer, which is the

same concept as a mouser cursor, at coordinates corresponding to the position

signal. When a click signal has been input from the processing means 300,

the display means 400 displays the input of the click signal to the user

using a method such as reversing the state of an item pointed to by the

position pointer. In addition, when a character signal has been input from

the processing means 300, the display means 400 displays a character

represented by the character signal at coordinates represented by the

position signal. When a scroll signal has been input from the processing

unit 300, the display means 400 scrolls a displayed document, webpage, or the

like vertically or horizontally according to the scroll signal.

<80> FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the user command identification means in

FIG. 1 for inputting mouse data according to the first embodiment of the

present invention. The following is a description of an example in which the

identification means 200 is implemented to input only mouse input data to the



processing means 300.

<8i> In a method of implementing a mouse data input function according to an

embodiment of the present invention, a mouse function is implemented by

associating the tip of an index finger of a person, which is part of the hand

shape of the person, with the cursor (i.e., the position pointer),

associating the state of a thumb of the person with a mouse click signal, and

associating states of the index finger or the overall hand shape with on/off

states of the mouse function. The following is a more detailed description.

When the user moves his/her index finger while keeping it straightened, the

identification means 200 traces the position of the tip of the index finger

and generates and outputs a position signal corresponding to the movement of

the index finger. The display means 400 displays the position pointer at a

position corresponding to the position of the moving index finger. When the

user initially straightens the thumb and then sequentially bends and

straightens it while keeping the palm facing the CCD camera, the

identification means 200 regards this action as pressing the left button of

the mouse and generates and outputs a left click signal. When the user

initially straightens the thumb and then sequentially bends and straightens

it while keeping the back of the hand facing the CCD camera, the

identification means 200 regards this action as pressing the right button of

the mouse and generates and outputs a right click signal. If the user

performs an action of sequentially pressing and releasing with the index

finger, as if sequentially pressing and releasing a button, without moving

the hand or if the user straightens all the fingers or bends the index finger

without moving the hand, then the identification means 200 turns off the

mouse function. On the other hand, if the user repeats the action of

pressing and releasing with the index finger or if the user bends the middle,

ring, and little fingers and straightens the index finger, then the

identification means 200 turns on the mouse function.

<82> According to this method, if it is necessary to move the cursor far

away from the current position on the computer screen, the user repeats the



following actions. The user moves the tip of the index finger in a desired

direction while keeping the index finger straightened and temporarily bends

the index finger and then straightens it again to deactivate the cursor

function. After moving the hand in the direction opposite to the desired

direction, the user repeats the action of bending and straightening the index

finger and then moves the cursor in the desired direction. The user can move

the position pointer to a distant location by repeating these actions. The

distance between the hand and the camera is a new variable that may affect

the movement of the position pointer. If the hand moves at a short distance

from the camera, the identification means 200 responds sensitively to the

movement to allow the cursor to move to a greater distance than when the hand

moves at a long distance from the camera.

<83> In a method of implementing a mouse function according to another

embodiment of the present invention, a mouse function is implemented by

associating the tip of the index finger with the movement of the cursor as

described above, associating an index finger action of pressing and releasing

in the air with a left mouse button click, associating the state of the thumb

with a right mouse button, and associating states of the middle, ring, and

little fingers with on/off states of the mouse function. The following is a

more detailed description. A description of the cursor movement is omitted

here since it is similar to that of the above embodiment. When the user

performs an action of sequentially pressing and releasing with the index

finger, as if sequentially pressing and releasing a button, without moving

the hand, the identification means 200 regards this action as pressing the

left mouse button and generates and outputs a left click signal. When the

user initially straightens the thumb and then sequentially bends and

straightens it while keeping the palm facing the CCD camera, the

identification means 200 regards this action as pressing the right mouse

button and generates and outputs a right click signal. If the user

straightens the middle, ring, and little fingers, then the identification

means 200 turns off the mouse function (i.e., deactivates the cursor). On
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the other hand, if the user bends the middle, ring, and little fingers, then

the identification means 200 turns on the mouse function.

<84> The mouse function implementation method according to the present

invention is not limited to the above two embodiments and may be provided in

various other forms. For example, a mouse function may be implemented by

associating an action of temporarily bending the thumb and then straightening

it again while keeping the palm facing the CCD camera with the left mouse

button and associating an action of temporarily bending the middle, ring, and

little fingers and then straightening them again while keeping the palm

facing the CCD camera with the right mouse button. A mouse function may also

be implemented by associating the straightened state of all the five fingers

with the on state of the mouse function and associating the bent state of all

the five fingers with the off state o f the mouse function.

<85> As shown in FIG. 2 , the identification means 200 includes a hand shape

extractor 210, a noise remover 220, a hand shape recognizer 230, a position

signal generator 240, and a click signal generator 250.

<86> The hand shape extractor 210 extracts a hand shape from an image input

from the image capture means 100 and then outputs the hand shape to the noise

remover 210.

<87> The noise remover 220 removes a noise image from the hand shape image

input from the hand shape extractor 210 and then outputs the hand shape image

to the hand shape recognizer 230.

<88> The method of extracting a hand shape may be implemented in various

ways. FIG. 15 illustrates such a method of extracting a hand shape. One

example is a method of extracting a hand shape based on the color difference

between hand and background images, which will be referred to as a color

difference based method. As shown in FIG. 15, the hand shape extractor 210

divides the hand image including a hand shape into sections at predetermined

intervals in each o f the x and y directions and then samples values o f pixels

at locations, where the divided sections cross each other, to form a matrix

image. The hand shape extractor 210 then performs the step of separating a



part, over which a hand color according to the skin color such as white,

yellow, or black is distributed, from the matrix image and extracting the

hand part based on the image color; the step o f obtaining a binary image from

the extracted hand part; and the step of removing noise from the binary image

and then labeling a region in the binary image, thereby determining the

region of the hand. Here, the sampling is preferably implemented according

to a coarse sampling method which samples pixels of the image while skipping

every few pixels. The step of extracting the hand part may be performed

using a so-called 'RGB' method which converts the RGB color of a hand part

where the hand is located into a binary image. More preferably, the step o f

extracting the hand part is performed using the following YUV method. In

this YUV method, a color recognized as that o f the hand part is converted

into a YUV(YCbCr) color and the converted color is modeled as a color

difference (CbCr) value. A specific region around which the color occurrence

frequency is high is identified based on this modeling. Then, the identified

region (i.e., the hand part) is extracted through mathematical calculation.

This method is advantageous over the empirical method or the above-described

RGB method in that it is possible to extract the desired flesh color without

being affected by the Y value (i.e., the luminance).

<89> The hand shape may also be extracted in a different manner from the

above methods. For example, the hand shape extractor 210 may perform the

step of extracting the hand part from an image input from the image capture

means 100 according to a contour extraction method in the following manner.

The hand shape extractor 210 converts the RGB color of a hand part where the

hand is located into a grey level and differentiates the converted grey level

to extract a contour of the user hand, and preferably extracts a

predetermined feature point (for example, the tip of the thumb or index

finger) from the extracted overall contour.

<90> On the other hand, the hand shape recognizer 230 recognizes a change in

the hand shape based on the hand shape extracted through the hand shape

extractor 210 and outputs a corresponding control signal to the position



signal generator 240 or the click signal generator 250. FIGS. 12 to 14

illustrate one example of the recognition of the hand shape extracted

according to the color difference based method described above. FIGS. 16 and

17 illustrate another example of the recognition of the hand shape extracted

according to the color difference based method and the contour extraction

method. Preferred methods for recognizing the hand shape according to the

present invention will now be described with reference to these figures.

<9i> First, a hand shape recognition method according to an embodiment of

the color difference based method is described with reference to FIGS. 12 and

13. The hand shape recognizer 230 checks brightness levels of the extracted

hand shape image while scanning it row by row from the top to the bottom. A

region included in the hand exhibits a high brightness level and a region not

included in the hand exhibits a low brightness level. Accordingly, the hand

shape recognizer 230 recognizes the hand as being fully straightened if the

length of a line of pixels exhibiting a high brightness level in a scanned

row gradually increases as pixels are scanned row by row and recognizes only

one finger (i.e., the index finger) of the hand as being straightened if the

length o f the line of pixels sharply increases. More specifically, in the

case of FIG. 12 where the hand is straightened, a line of pixels with high

brightness representing the hand (hereinafter referred to as a pixel line) is

detected first at a region 501. The length o f the pixel line is increased at

a region 502 compared to that of the region 501 by about 100%. Thereafter,

the length of the pixel line is increased at a region 503 compared to that o f

the region 502 by about 50%. The length of the pixel line is increased at a

region 504 compared to that of the region 503 by about 25%. The hand shape

recognizer 230 recognizes the hand shape as being straightened if the length

of the line of pixels with high brightness is gradually increased in this

manner. In the case of FIG. 13 where only one finger is straightened, the

length o f the pixel line a t a region 511 is 0 and pixels with high brightness

are scanned first a t a region 512. Thereafter, the length o f the pixel line

is not increased by more than 10% a t each region 513 to 515 and the line of



the pixel line is sharply increased by about 200% or more at a region 516.

The hand shape recognizer 230 recognizes the hand shape as having only one

straightened finger if the length of the line of pixels with high brightness

is sharply increased in this manner. In the case of FIG. 14 where all the

fingers are bent, the length of the pixel line is zero until a region 521 is

reached and the length of the pixel line is sharply increased at a region

522. Thereafter, the length of the pixel line is almost not increased at a

region 523, compared to that of the region 522 and the length of the pixel

line is increased at a region 524 by only about 20%. Thereafter, the length

of the pixel line is almost not increased at a region 325. The hand shape

recognizer 230 recognizes the hand shape as being closed into a fist if the

length of the line of pixels with high brightness is almost not changed after

it is sharply increased from zero in this manner.

<92> Next, a hand shape recognition method according to another embodiment

of the color difference based method is described with reference to FIGS. 16

and 17. In this method, the hand shape recognizer 230 measures the area of a

hand shape that has been converted into a matrix through the coarse sampling

method described above and recognizes the state of the hand shape based on a

change in the measured area. More specifically, the hand shape recognizer

230 adds a number "1" to each pixel representing the hand in the matrix

hand shape to create a graph with respect to the x and y axes and then

determines that coordinates added with "1" in this graph correspond to

positions on the hand. After determining these on-hand positions in this

manner, the hand shape recognizer 230 performs more detailed sampling o f the

hand part where the hand is located and recreates a graph to determine the

area o f the hand. After measuring the area o f the hand, the hand shape

recognizer 230 defines a reference region for determining whether the middle,

ring, and little fingers are straightened or bent, based on the measured hand

area. The reference region corresponds to an upper portion in the determined

on-hand positions as shown in FIG. 16. If the area of the hand measured

within the reference region is close to a preset hand area when all the four



Io

fingers are straightened, the hand shape recognizer 230 determines that the

middle, ring, and little fingers are straightened. If the hand area measured

within the reference region is less than the preset hand area, the hand shape

recognizer 230 determines that the middle, ring, and little fingers are bent.

When it is determined that the middle, ring, and little fingers are bent, it

is necessary to measure the area of the index finger. Before this

measurement, a reference region used to determine whether or not the thumb

has been bent is determined in the same manner as the above reference region

setting method. Assuming that the area of the thumb is similar to that of

the index finger, it is determined that the thumb is straightened if the

measured area of the thumb is larger than the measured area of the index

finger while it is determined that the thumb is bent if the measured area o f

the thumb is less than that of the index finger.

<93> Next, a hand shape recognition method according to another embodiment

of the color difference based method is described with reference to FIGS. 16

and 17. The hand shape recognizer 230 determines positions on the hand in

the same manner as described above and separately stores left, right, tip,

and wrist portions of the hand. The hand shape recognizer 230 recognizes the

state of the hand shape by comparing the brightness levels of the separately

stored hand shape with those of a previously stored hand shape (template).

<94> Next, a hand shape recognition method according to an embodiment o f the

contour extraction method is described with reference to FIGS. 16 and 17.

The hand shape recognizer 230 determines positions on the hand in the same

manner as described above and separately stores left, right, tip, and wrist

portions of the hand. Since the hand is represented by "Is" , the hand

shape recognizer 230 counts "Is" while scanning the upper portion o f the

positions on the hand, which corresponds to its finger region, row by row

from the top to the bottom. Based on the count of "Is" , the hand shape

recognizer 230 determines the state of the hand, i.e., whether the middle,

ring, and little fingers are bent or straightened. In the same manner, the

hand shape recognizer 230 determines whether the thumb is bent or



straightened.

<95> On the other hand, the position signal generator 240 determines

coordinates of a predetermined feature point (preferably, the tip of the

index finger) in the hand shape recognized a t the hand shape recognizer 230

and traces a change in the predetermined feature point to generate and output

a position signal corresponding to the movement of the index finger to the

user command processing means 300.

<96> The click signal generator 250 generates a mouse click signal

corresponding to a change in a predetermined feature point (preferably,

corresponding to an action of sequentially bending and straightening the

thumb) in the hand shape recognized at the hand shape recognizer 230 and

outputs the mouse click signal to the user command processing means 300.

<97> FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a method for inputting mouse data

according to the first embodiment o f the present invention, which is

performed at the user interface device described above with reference to FlG.

2 .

<98> First, the image capture means 100 captures an image of a hand of the

user in real time and outputs the generated hand image to the identification

means 200 (step SIl). The hand shape extractor 210 extracts a hand shape

from the image input from the image capture means 100 and outputs the

extracted hand shape to the hand shape recognizer 230 through the noise

remover 220 (step S13). A t step S15, the hand shape recognizer 230

determines whether or not an index finger is straightened in the received

hand shape. If it is determined that the index finger is bent, the hand

shape recognizer 230 waits until it receives an image with the index finger

straightened. If it is determined that the index finger is straightened, the

hand shape recognizer 230 proceeds to step S17 to output coordinates of the

tip of the index finger to the position signal generator 240. A t step S17,

the position signal generator 214 generates a position signal using the

coordinates o f the tip o f the index finger received from the hand shape

recognizer 213 and outputs the position signal to the processing means 300.



When receiving the position signal from the identification means 200, the

processing means 300 controls, a t step S19, the display means 400 to move the

position pointer according to the position signal.

<99> On the other hand, at step S21, the hand shape recognizer 230

constantly checks whether or not a thumb has been sequentially bent and

straightened in the received hand shape. If the thumb has been sequentially

bent and straightened, the hand shape recognizer 230 outputs a control signal

instructing generation of a click signal to the click signal generator 250.

When receiving the control signal from the hand shape recognizer 230, the

click signal generator 250 generates and outputs a click signal to the

processing means 300 at step S23. The display means 400 displays the clicked

region according to the control signal from the processing means 300 at step

S25.

<ioo> Although the procedure from steps S21 to S25 has been described as

being performed after the procedure from steps S15 to S19 for convenience of

explanation, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the two procedures

may be performed in parallel.

<ioi> In addition, the complete mouse functions can be implemented using the

above method. For example, functions such as a button selection function, a

drag function, an "open file" function, a drawing function, and a typing

function using a keyboard created on the screen can be implemented. The

button selection function is implemented by moving the cursor to point to a

desired icon in a command button icon region on the screen and then bending

the thumb to selecting the icon.

<1O2> The drag function is implemented by moving the cursor to point to a

desired icon in a command button icon region on the screen and then bending

the thumb to selecting the icon and moving the hand again to move the command

button icon to a desired position and then straightening the thumb.

<i03> The "open file" function is implemented by sequentially bending and

straightening the thumb twice after moving the cursor to a desired position.

The drawing function is implemented by associating the moment when the



straightened thumb is bent with the start point o f a line to be drawn and

associating the moment when the thumb is straightened again with the end

point o f the drawn line. The typing function can be implemented by creating

a letter button corresponding to a keyboard on the computer screen and then

clicking the letter button.

<iO4> FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the user command identification means in

FIG. 1 for inputting character data according to the second embodiment of the

present invention. The second embodiment o f the present invention is

exemplified by the identification means 200 implemented to input only

character input data to the processing means 300.

<iO5> Here, a character input method o f the second embodiment is briefly

described. The character input method is similar to the function to write

characters with a mouse in a graphic tool program or the like. For example,

the user moves the index finger while keeping the thumb bent to input a

stroke of a character. When the user needs to move the position of the index

finger in order to input the next stroke, the user moves the position o f the

index finger after straightening the thumb and then inputs the stroke by

moving the index finger after bending the thumb again.

<iO6> As shown in FIGS. 4 and 6 , the identification means 200 for inputting

character data includes the hand shape extractor 210, the noise remover 220,

and the hand shape recognizer 230 described above in the first embodiment and

further includes a character signal generator 260.

<iO7> The character signal generator 260 includes a stroke generation module

261, a stroke combination module 262, a pattern comparison module 263, and a

pattern DB 264. The stroke generation module 261 determines coordinates of a

predetermined feature point (preferably, the tip of the index finger) in the

hand shape recognized a t the hand shape recognizer 230 and traces a change in

the predetermined feature point to generate a stroke signal corresponding to

the movement o f the index finger. The stroke combination module 262 combines

stroke signals generated at the stroke generation module 261 to generate a

character pattern. The pattern DB 264 stores patterns of various characters.



The pattern comparison module 263 compares the character pattern output from

the stroke combination module 262 with the patterns stored in a pattern DB

264. If the comparison result is that a similar character pattern is present

in the pattern DB 264, the pattern comparison module 263 generates and

outputs a corresponding character signal to the processing means 300.

<i08> FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating a method for inputting character

data according to the second embodiment of the present invention.

<iO9> First, the image capture means 100 captures an image of the hand of the

user in real time and outputs the generated hand image to the identification

means 200 (step S31). The hand shape extractor 210 extracts a hand shape

from the image received from the image capture means 100 and outputs the

extracted hand shape to the hand shape recognizer 230 through the noise

remover 220 (step S33). A detailed description o f the processes for

extracting and recognizing the hand shape is omitted here since the processes

are similar to those o f the first embodiment described above.

<no> On the other hand, at step S35, the hand shape recognizer 230 checks

whether or not the index finger is straightened in the same manner as

described above in the first embodiment. If the index finger is not

straightened, the hand shape recognizer 230 waits until the user straightens

the index finger to activate a character input mode. On the other hand, if

the index finger is straightened, the hand shape recognizer 230 checks, at

step S37, whether or not the thumb is bent. A detailed description of the

method for determining the shapes of the thumb and index fingers is omitted

here since it is similar to that o f the first embodiment.

<iii> If the thumb is bent, the hand shape recognizer 230 outputs the

coordinates o f the tip of the index finger while the thumb is bent to the

stroke generation module 261. A t step S39, the stroke generation module 261

generates a stroke signal using the received coordinates of the tip of the

index finger. A t step S41, the stroke combination module 262 combines

generated stroke signals to generate a character pattern. That is. since

bending o f the thumb represents the start point o f a stroke and straightening



of the thumb represents the end point of the stroke, the stroke generation

module 261 generates a stroke signal by connecting the coordinates o f the tip

of the index finger from the start point to the end point o f the stroke.

<ii2> Then, at step S43, the pattern comparison module 263 compares the

character pattern output from the stroke combination module 262 with patterns

stored in the pattern DB 264. If the comparison result is that a similar

character pattern is present in the pattern DB 264, the pattern comparison

module 263 generates and outputs a corresponding character signal to the

processing means 300. Then, at step S45, the processing means 300 receives

the character signal and outputs a predetermined control signal, which

instructs output of the corresponding character, to the display means 400 to

output the character input by the user.

<ii3> The second embodiment o f the present invention identifies the start and

end points of a stroke according to the positions of the thumb. However, in

the following modification of the embodiment, patterns of movement paths of

the tip of the index finger when the user writes characters in the air are

produced regardless o f the movement of the thumb and the produced patterns

are stored in a pattern DB and a character signal is then generated by

extracting a movement path o f the tip o f the index finger from a hand image

of the user and then comparing the movement path with the patterns stored in

the pattern DB.

<ii4> FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the user command identification means in

FIG. 1 for inputting character data according to the modification o f the

second embodiment described above.

<ii5> A s shown in FIGS. 5 and 7 , the user command identification means 200

according to the modification of the second embodiment includes a hand shape

extractor 210, a noise remover 220, a hand shape recognizer 230, and a

character signal generator 260. The character signal generator 260 includes

a pattern generation module 265, a pattern comparison module 266, and a

pattern DB 267, which are different from the components o f the character

signal generator o f the second embodiment. A description o f the functions of



the hand shape extractor 210 and the noise remover 220 is omitted here since

the functions are the same as described above.

<H6> FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating a method for inputting character

data according to the modification o f the second embodiment.

<ii7> A t step S55, the hand shape recognizer 230 recognizes a hand shape

using received feature points and checks whether or not the index finger is

straightened. If the index finger is bent, the hand shape recognizer 230

waits until it receives a hand image with the index finger straightened. If

the index finger is straightened, the hand shape recognizer 230 outputs the

coordinates o f the tip o f the index finger to the pattern generation module

265.

<ii8> A t step S57, the pattern generation module 265 generates a pattern

representing a movement path o f the tip o f the index finger using the

coordinates received from the hand shape recognizer 230 and outputs the

generated pattern to the pattern comparison module 266. The pattern

generation module 265 can generate the pattern in various methods. The

simplest method is that, in the case where the user inputs characters in the

air, one at a time at some time intervals, the pattern generation module 265

can determine that the user has completed inputting one character and thus

can generate a pattern if the coordinates o f the tip of the index finger are

located in a specific range during a predetermined time.

<ii9> In another method, sections for inputting characters are displayed on

the screen for the user and the position o f the index finger of the user is

displayed in real time on the screen. In the case where the user inputs

characters in the air, the pattern generation module 265 determines that the

user has completed inputting one character and generates a pattern if the

coordinates o f the tip o f the index finger, which have been located in one

section for inputting the character, move to another section for writing the

next character.

<i20> A t step S59, the pattern comparison module 266 compares a movement path

pattern received from the pattern generation module 265 with character



patterns previously stored in the pattern DB 267 and extracts character data

corresponding to the matching pattern to generate a character signal and then

outputs the generated character signal to the processing means 300.

<i2i> The pattern DB 267 functions to store patterns corresponding to

characters and numbers. FIG. 18 illustrates example patterns of the

characters and numbers stored in the pattern DB 267. As shown in FIG. 18,

each o f the characters and numbers and various types of character and number

patterns ( "connected character" in FIG. 18) representing the corresponding

character or number are stored in association with each other in the pattern

DB 267. It can be seen from FIG. 18 that the strokes o f each of the

character and number patterns o f the present invention are connected to each

other. The strokes of a character or number can be separated from each other

when the character or number is written on paper with a hand. However, since

the character and number patterns o f the present invention are drawn in the

air, the strokes of each of the character and number patterns cannot be

separated so that all the strokes are connected to each other.

<i22> The pattern comparison module 266 receives a pattern generated at the

pattern generation module 265 and queries the pattern DB 267 for a pattern

matching the received pattern. The pattern comparison module 266 then

outputs, as a character signal, the code value of a character or number

corresponding to the pattern closest to the received pattern to the

processing means 300. A t step S61, the processing means 300 receives the

character signal and outputs a predetermined control signal, which instructs

output of the corresponding character, to the display means 400 to output the

character input by the user.

<i23> The above description has been given o f the first and second preferred

embodiments of the present invention. FIG. 8 is a detailed block diagram

illustrating the identification means in FIG. 1 for inputting a screen scroll

signal according to the third preferred embodiment o f the present invention

and FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating a method for inputting a screen

scroll signal according to the third preferred embodiment of the present



invent ion .

<i24> The third preferred embodiment o f the present invention reads a hand

shape and inputs a scroll signal to the processing means 300. The third

embodiment o f the present invention will now be described with reference to

FIGS. 8 and 9 . The identification means 200 o f the third embodiment includes

a hand shape extractor 210, a noise remover 220, a hand shape recognizer 230,

and a scroll signal generator 270.

<i25> As shown in FIGS. 19 to 23, the hand shape extractor 210 extracts, at

step S103, a hand shape in the same manner as in the first and second

embodiments and outputs the extracted hand shape to the hand shape recognizer

230 through the noise remover 220.

<i26> At step S105, the hand shape recognizer 230 recognizes the hand shape

using information input through the hand shape extractor 210. In a preferred

embodiment o f the present invention, the hand shape recognizer 230 recognizes

the direction o f the thumb as a scroll direction and outputs the thumb

direction information to the scroll signal generator 270. O f course, the

finger used to determine the scroll direction is not necessarily limited to

the thumb.

<i27> A t step S107, the scroll signal generator 270 checks whether the thumb

direction is upward, downward, leftward, or rightward as shown in FIGS. 19 to

23 and generates and outputs a scroll signal corresponding to the direction

to the processing means 300.

<i28> A t step S109, the processing means 300 performs scrolling by output ting

a predetermined control signal, which instructs scrolling o f a document, a

webpage, or the like according to the scroll signal, to the display means

400.

<129> In the first to third embodiments, the user command identification

means 200 has been described as performing only one o f the functions of the

three embodiments. However, the identification means 200 is preferably

implemented to perform all the functions described above.

<i30> FIG. 10 is a block diagram of the user command identification means in



FIG. 1 for integrating and implementing mouse and character input modes

according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention and FIG. 11 is a

flow chart illustrating a method for integrating and implementing mouse and

character input modes according to the fourth embodiment.

<i3i> A s shown in FIGS. 10 and 11, the identification means 200 of the fourth

embodiment includes a hand shape extractor 210, a noise remover 220, a hand

shape recognizer 230, a position signal generator 240, a click signal

generator 250, a scroll signal generator 270, a character signal generator

260, and a mode setter 280.

<i32> The functions o f the hand shape extractor 210, the noise remover 220,

the scroll signal generator 270, the click signal generator 250, the position

signal generator 240, and the character signal generator 260 are the same as

those of the first to third embodiments described above. The character

signal generator 260 includes the modules implemented in the second or third

embodiment. Accordingly, only the differences with the first to third

embodiments will be described in the description of the fourth embodiment.

<i33> Specifically, the mode setter 280 controls the operating mode of the

hand shape recognizer 230 to be set to one of the character mode, the

position movement mode, the click mode, and the scroll mode based on the

state o f the hand shape output from the noise remover 220 or based on a

mode setting key signal" input by operating a predetermined key/button.

This mode setting function may also be performed a t the hand shape recognizer

230. That is, the mode setter 280 (or the hand shape recognizer 260)

controls the scroll signal generator 270 when a hand shape as shown in FIGS.

19 to 23 has been input through the hand shape extractor 210 or when a scroll

setting key signal has been input through a key/button. The setting mode may

also be switched through any specific hand shape although it will be

preferable that the setting mode be switched through a predetermined

key/button when the keyboard and mouse functions are performed through a

look-alike hand shape as described above in the first and second embodiments.

For example, the data input mode may be switched from the keyboard to the



o

mouse or from the mouse to the keyboard through an action of curling all the

fingers into a fist and straightening them in turn.

<i34> A user interface method according to the fourth embodiment o f the

present invention will now be described based on the configuration described

above. The image capture means 100 captures an image of a hand of the user

in real time and outputs the generated hand image to the identification means

200 (step Sill). The hand shape extractor 210 extracts a hand shape from the

image input from the image capture means 100 and outputs the extracted hand

shape to the hand shape recognizer 230 through the noise remover 220 (step

S113).

<i35> Then, a t step S115, the hand shape recognizer 230 determines which data

input mode has been set. The hand shape recognizer 230 performs steps S117

and S119 if it is determined that the set input mode is the character mode,

performs steps S125 and S127 if it is the position movement mode, performs

steps S131 and S133 if it is the click mode, and performs steps S137 and S139

if it is the scroll mode. Here, the position movement mode and the click

mode represent the function o f the first embodiment, the character mode

represents the function o f the second embodiment or its modification, and the

scroll mode represents the function o f the third embodiment.

<i36> That is, the hand shape recognizer 230 performs one o f the functions of

the hand shape recognizer o f the first to third embodiments according to the

input hand shape information and mode control signal and outputs

corresponding information to one of the scroll signal generator 270, the

click signal generator 250, the position signal generator 240, and the

character signal generator 260 to generate and output a scroll signal to the

user (steps S137 and S139) , to generate and output a position signal or a

click signal (steps S125 and S127 or steps S131 and S133), or to generate and

output a character signal (steps S 117 and S119).

<137> The above description has been given o f the user interface device and

method according to the preferred embodiments o f the present invention.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that various modifications o f the



above embodiments may be made within the scope and spirit o f the present

invention described above.

<i38> FIGS. 24 to 26 illustrate examples of implementation of the user

interface device according to the preferred embodiments o f the present

invention. FIG. 24 illustrates an example in which the user interface device

of the present invention is implemented for a PDA, FIG. 25 illustrates an

example in which the user interface device of the present invention is

applied in place of a television remote controller, and FIG. 26 illustrates

an example in which the user interface device of the present invention is

applied to a desktop computer. Devices for which the user interface device

o f the present invention is implemented are not limited to the electronic

devices described with reference to FIGS. 24 to 26. The user interface

device o f the present invention may be applied to a mobile communication

terminal, an electronic blackboard, and the like and may also be applied to

an automatic teller machine (ATM) and a Kiosk device to replace their touch

screen functions. The mobile communication terminal is a wireless

communication device with portability and mobility and may be not only the

Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) described above but also any type of

handheld wireless communication device such as a Personal Communication

System (PCS), a Personal Digital Cellular (PDC), a Personal Handyphone System

(PHS), an International Mobile Telecommunication (IMT)-2000 communication

terminal, a Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB) phone, a smart phone, and a

W iBro phone.

<139> The user interface method of the present invention can be embodied as

computer readable code on a computer readable recording medium. The computer

readable recording medium includes any data storage device that stores data

which can be read by a computer system. Examples o f the computer readable

recording medium include a read-only memory (ROM), a random-access memory

(RAM), a CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disk, a flash memory, and an

optical data storage device. The computer readable recording medium can also

be embodied in the form o f carrier waves (for example, signals transmitted



over the Internet). The computer readable recording medium can also be

distributed over a network of coupled computer systems so that the computer

readable code is stored and executed in a distributed fashion.

[Industrial Applicability]

<14O> Although the present invention has been described above with reference

to its preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art will appreciate that

the present invention may be implemented in other modified forms without

departing from the essential characteristics of the present invention.

Therefore, the embodiments described above should be construed in

illustrative aspects rather than in restrictive aspects. The scope o f the

invention is represented by the appended claims, not by the above

description, and all changes coming within the equivalent range o f the

appended claims should be construed as being included in the invention.



[CLAIMSl

[Claim 1]

<i42> A user interface device using hand gesture recognition, the user

interface device comprising- '

<143> image capture means for capturing a hand of a user, the hand moving in

the air ; and

<i44> user command identification means for generating a data input signal

corresponding to mouse or keyboard input based on the movement of the hand

captured by the image capture means and outputting the generated data input

signal to user command processing means that processes mouse or key input.

[Claim 2 ]

<i45> The user interface device according to claim 1 , wherein the user

command identification means includes:

<i46> a hand shape extractor for extracting a hand shape from an image

received from the image capture means; and

<i47> a hand shape recognizer for recognizing a change and movement of the

hand shape extracted from the hand shape extractor.

[Claim 3 ]

<i48> The user interface device according to claim 2 , wherein the user

command identification means further includes a noise remover for removing

noise from a hand shape image extracted at the hand shape extractor and then

outputting the hand shape image to the hand shape recognizer.

[Claim 4 ]

<i49> The user interface device according to claim 2 , wherein the hand shape

extractor extracts a hand shape from the image received from the image

capture means using a color difference between the hand and a background.

[Claim 5]

<i50> The user interface device according to claim 2 , wherein the hand shape

extractor extracts a hand contour from the image received from the image

capture means.

[Claim 6 ]



<i5i> The user interface device according to claim 2 . wherein the hand shape

recognizer turns on or off a mouse function according to an action of

sequentially bending and straightening an index finger.

[Claim 7]

<i52> The user interface device according to claim 2 , wherein the hand shape

recognizer turns off a mouse function when an index finger is bent and turns

on the mouse function when the index finger is straightened.

[Claim 8 ]

<i53> The user interface device according to claim 2 , wherein the hand shape

recognizer turns on or off a mouse function according to an action o f

sequentially bending and straightening middle, ring, and little fingers.

[Claim 9]

<i54> The user interface device according to claim 2 , wherein the hand shape

recognizer turns on a mouse function when middle, ring, and little fingers

are bent and turns off the mouse function when the middle, ring, and little

fingers are straightened.

[Claim 10]

<i55> The user interface device according to claim 2 , wherein the hand shape

recognizer turns off a mouse function when five fingers are all bent.

[Claim 11]

<i56> The user interface device according to claim 2 , wherein the hand shape

recognizer measures an area of the hand shape extracted at the hand shape

extractor and recognizes a state o f the hand shape based on a change in the

measured area.

[Claim 12]

<i57> The user interface device according to claim 2 , wherein the user

command identification means includes at least one of:

<i58> a position signal generator for tracing a movement path of the hand

shape recognized at the hand shape recognizer and generating and output ting a

mouse position signal corresponding to the traced movement path to the user

command processing means;



<159> a click signal generator for generating a mouse click signal

corresponding to a change in the hand shape recognized at the hand shape

recognizer and outputting the mouse click signal to the user command

processing means;

<i60> a character signal generator for tracing a movement path o f the hand

shape recognized at the hand shape recognizer and generating and outputting a

character signal corresponding to the traced movement path to the user

command processing means! and

<]6i> a scroll signal generator for generating a mouse scroll signal

corresponding to the hand shape recognized at the hand shape recognizer and

outputting the mouse scroll signal to the user command processing means.

[Claim 13]

<i62> The user interface device according to claim 12, wherein the position

signal generator traces a movement path o f an index finger.

[Claim 14]

<i63> The user interface device according to claim 12, wherein the click

signal generator generates one o f a left click signal corresponding to a left

mouse button and a right click signal corresponding to a right mouse button

according to an action of sequentially bending and straightening a thumb with

a palm facing the image capture means.

[Claim 15]

<i64> The user interface device according to claim 12, wherein the click

signal generator generates one o f a left click signal corresponding to a left

mouse button and a right click signal corresponding to a right mouse button

according to an action o f sequentially bending and straightening a thumb with

a back of the hand facing the image capture means.

[Claim 16]

<i65> The user interface device according to claim 12, wherein the click

signal generator generates one o f a left click signal corresponding to a left

mouse button and a right click signal corresponding to a right mouse button

according to an action o f sequentially bending and straightening an index



finger.

[Claim 17]

<i66> The user interface device according to claim 12, wherein the click

signal generator generates one o f a left click signal corresponding to a left

mouse button and a right click signal corresponding to a right mouse button

according to an action of sequentially bending and straightening middle,

ring, and little fingers.

[Claim 18]

<i67> The user interface device according to claim 12, wherein the character

signal generator traces a movement path of an index finger.

[Claim 19]

<i68> The user interface device according to claim 12, wherein the scroll

signal generator generates a scroll signal according to a direction of a

predetermined finger in a state o f the hand shape recognized at the hand

shape recognizer.

[Claim 20]

<i69> The user interface device according to any one of claims 12 to 19,

wherein the user command identification means further includes:

<17O> a mode setter for controlling one of the position signal, the character

signal, the click signal, and the scroll signal to be output to the user

command processing means, based on a change in the hand shape extracted at

the hand shape extractor or based on a mode setting key signal input by

operating a predetermined key button.

[Claim 21]

<i7i> The user interface device according to claim 20, wherein the character

signal generator includes:

<i72> a stroke generation module for tracing a movement path of a

predetermined feature point in the hand shape recognized at the hand shape

recognizer and generating a stroke corresponding to the traced movement path;

<i73> a stroke combination module for combining strokes generated a t the

stroke generation module to generate a character pattern;



<i74> a pattern DB in which patterns o f various characters are stored; and

<175> a pattern comparison module for generating a character signal

corresponding to the character pattern generated at the stroke combination

module when the character pattern generated at the stroke combination module

is present in the pattern DB.

[Claim 22]

<i76> The user interface device according to claim 20, wherein the character

signal generator includes:

<177> a pattern generation module for tracing a movement path of a

predetermined feature point in the hand shape recognized at the hand shape

recognizer and generating a movement path pattern corresponding to the traced

movement path;

<i78> a pattern DB in which various character patterns are stored; and

<i79> a pattern comparison module for generating a character signal

corresponding to a character pattern, matching the movement path pattern,

included in the character patterns stored in the pattern DB.

[Claim 23]

<i8o> A user interface method using hand gesture recognition, the method

comprising the steps o f

<i8i> a ) extracting a hand shape from an image captured by image capture

means ;

<i82> b ) recognizing a change and movement o f the hand shape extracted at the

step a), tracing a movement path of the recognized hand, generating a mouse

position signal corresponding to the traced movement path, and generating a

mouse click signal corresponding to the change in the extracted hand shape;

and

<i83> c ) outputting the click signal and the position signal generated at the

step b ) to user command processing means that processes mouse input.

[Claim 24]

<i84> The user interface method according to claim 23, wherein the step a )

includes extracting a hand shape from the image received from the image



capture means using a color difference between the hand and a background.

[Claim 25]

<i85> The user interface method according to claim 23, wherein the step a )

includes extracting a hand contour from the image received from the image

capture means.

[Claim 26]

<i86> The user interface method according to claim 23, wherein the step b )

includes measuring an area o f the hand shape extracted at the step a ) and

recognizing a state o f the hand shape based on a change in the measured area.

[Claim 27]

<i87> A user interface method using hand gesture recognition, the method

comprising the steps of-

<i88> a ) extracting a hand shape from an image captured by image capture

means ;

<i89> b ) recognizing a change and movement o f the hand shape extracted at the

step a), tracing a movement path o f the recognized hand, and generating a

stroke corresponding to the traced movement path;

<i90> c ) combining strokes generated at the step b ) to generate a character

pattern and generating a character signal corresponding to the generated

character pattern; and

<i9i> d ) output ting the character signal generated at the step c ) to user

command processing means that processes keyboard input.

[Claim 28]

<i92> The user interface method according to claim 27 wherein the step a )

includes extracting a hand shape from the image received from the image

capture means using a color difference between the hand and a background.

[Claim 29]

<193> The user interface method according to claim 27. wherein the step a )

includes extracting a hand contour from the image received from the image

capture means.

[Claim 30]



<i94> The user interface method according to claim 27, wherein the step b )

includes measuring an area of the hand shape extracted at the step a ) and

recognizing a state o f the hand shape based on a change in the measured area.

[Claim 31]

<195> A user interface method using hand gesture recognition, the method

comprising the steps o f

<i96> a ) extracting a hand shape from an image captured by image capture

means ;

<i97> b ) recognizing a change and movement o f the hand shape extracted at the

step a), tracing a movement path o f the recognized hand, generating a

movement path pattern corresponding to the traced movement path, and

comparing the generated movement path pattern with previously stored

character patterns;

<i98> c ) generating a character signal corresponding to a character pattern,

matching the movement path pattern, included in the previously stored

character patterns; and

<199> d ) outputting the character signal generated at the step c ) to user

command processing means that processes keyboard input.

[Claim 32]

<2oo> The user interface method according to claim 31, wherein the step a )

includes extracting a hand shape from the image received from the image

capture means using a color difference between the hand and a background.

[Claim 33]

<2oi> The user interface method according to claim 31, wherein the step a )

includes extracting a hand contour from the image received from the image

capture means.

[Claim 34]

<202> The user interface method according to claim 3 1 wherein the step b )

includes measuring an area of the hand shape extracted a t the step a ) and

recognizing a state of the hand shape based on a change in the measured area.

[Claim 35]



OO

<203> A user interface method using hand gesture recognition, the method

comprising the steps o f

<204> a ) extracting a hand shape from an image captured by image capture

means ;

<205> b ) recognizing a change and movement o f the hand shape extracted a t the

step a ) and generating a scroll signal, instructing scrolling to a

predetermined direction, based on the recognized hand shape if the recognized

hand shape is a predetermined specific shape; and

<206> c ) outputting the scroll signal generated at the step b ) to user

command processing means that processes mouse input.

[Claim 36]

<207> The user interface method according to claim 35, wherein the step a )

includes extracting a hand shape from the image received from the image

capture means using a color difference between the hand and a background.

[Claim 37]

<208> The user interface method according to claim 35, wherein the step a )

includes extracting a hand contour from the image received from the image

capture means.

[Claim 38]

<209> The user interface method according to claim 35, wherein the step b )

includes measuring an area of the hand shape extracted at the step a ) and

recognizing a state o f the hand shape based on a change in the measured area.

[Claim 39]

<2io> A user interface method using hand gesture recognition, the method

comprising the steps o f

<2ii> a ) extracting a hand shape from an image captured by image capture

means ;

<2i2> b ) recognizing a change and movement o f the hand shape extracted at the

step a ) '.

<2i3> c ) setting a data input mode based on a change in the hand shape

extracted a t the step b ) or based on a mode setting key signal input by



operating a predetermined key button;

<2i4> d ) generating one o f a mouse position signal, a mouse click signal, a

mouse scroll signal, and a keyboard character signal corresponding to the

change and movement of the hand shape recognized at the step b ) , based on the

data input mode set at the step c); and

<2i5> e ) outputting the signal generated at the step d ) to user command

processing means that processes mouse or keyboard input.

[Claim 40]

<2i6> The user interface method according to claim 39, wherein the step a )

includes extracting a hand shape from the image received from the image

capture means using a color difference between the hand and a background.

[Claim 41]

<2i7> The user interface method according to claim 39, wherein the step a )

includes extracting a hand contour from the image received from the image

capture means.

[Claim 42]

<2i8> The user interface method according to claim 39, wherein the step b )

includes measuring an area of the hand shape extracted at the step a ) and

recognizing a state of the hand shape based on a change in the measured area.
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